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Abstract WebCom is a distributed computing architecture that may be used to distribute 
application components for execution over a network. A practical trust manage
ment system for the WebCom architecture is described. KeyNote-based autho
rization credentials are used to determine whether a WebCom server is authorised 
to schedule, and whether a WebCom client is authorised to execute, mobile ap
plication components. Secure WebCom provides a meta-language for bringing 
together the components of a distributed application in such a way that the com
ponents need not concern themselves with security issues. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
WebCom [12,11] is aclientlserverbased system that may be used to schedule 

mobile application components for execution across a network. Applications in 
WebCom are programmed as hierarchical Condensed Graphs of mobile com
ponents/code. Condensed Graph components represent tasks, or graphs of sub 
components, that are made available for execution across a network. These 
graphs are used to specify component synchronization and communication, 
and constrain component scheduling in a demmand driven (pull) or data-flow 
driven (push) manner. 

WebCom masters schedule the components of an application graph to con
nected WebCom clients/servers, which in tum, execute scheduled components. 
A number of security concerns arise when using Web Com to schedule and/or 
distribute components across a network. In this paper we are concerned with the 
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management ofthe trust relationships between WebCom Servers and WebCom 
clients. 

A WebCom master must prove to a client that it is authorized to schedule a 
particular component to the client. Note that a WebCom master schedules more 
than just mobile code: it schedules mobile computations that are comprised of 
tasks and their inputs. A client must detennine whether it should trust the 
master for the task that it schedules along with the inputs to the task that the 
master provides and also the subsequent output that is returned to the master. 
A WebCom client must prove to the WebCom server that it can be trusted to 
execute the particular component, along with its associated input data. 

In this paper we describe how the KeyNote trust management system [2] 
can be used to manage authorizations and trust relationships between Web Com 
masters and clients. Trust Management [2, 14] is an approach to construct
ing and interpreting the trust relationships among public keys that are used to 
mediate security critical actions. Credentials are used to specify delegation 
of authority among public keys, and are used to determine if a signed request 
complies with a local authorization policy. KeyNote [2] is an expressive and 
flexible trust management scheme that provides a simple credential notation 
for expressing both security policies and delegation. KeyNote has been used to 
provide trust management for applications that include active networks [4] and 
to control access to Web pages [1]. 

An added advantage of integrating KeyNote in WebCom is that application 
components need not use the KeyNote API and, therefore, need not be aware, 
in a programmatical sense, of the trust management system. Secure WebCom 
acts as a form of reference monitor, using the contextual information in the 
Condensed Graph of an application to construct KeyNote queries to determine 
the authorization for the application components. This loose coupling of func
tionality and trust management leads to applications that are easier to develop, 
understand, maintain and secure. 

The paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 outline the KeyNote 
and WebCom architectures, respectively. Section 4 describes how KeyNote is 
integrated into WebCom by using KeyNote credentials to determine the autho
rization ofX509 authenticated SSL connections. Section 5 outlines some of the 
implementation issues. Section 6 provides general observations and discussion. 
An earlier version of this work was presented as [7]. 

2. TRUST MANAGEMENT 
When a request from an untrusted principle (key) is made to a networked 

application to execute a particular action, then, authentication notwithstand
ing, the application must detennine whether the keyes) that made the request 
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is authorized. Authorization comes in the fonn of digitally signed public key 
credentials that bind public keys to the authorization to perfonn various actions. 
In practice, authorization is achieved by a collection of credentials that exhibit 
the necessary trust relationships between their keys. Given a policy (public 
keys, trusted in known ways), and a collection of credentials, a network appli
cation must determine whether a particular public key is authorized to request 
a particular operation. 

EXAMPLE 1 A simple purchase order processing application runs on a server 
and accepts requests from clients. The request for operation prop is made to 
propose a new order while the request issue is used to inspect and issue the 
order. We expect that, in practice, a clerk will have the authority to propose 
orders and a supervisor will have the authority to validate orders; this authority 
will be delegated by their manager. 

Assume that the owner of public key Kmgr is trusted to make requests to 
the order processing application. This is specified by the following KeyNote 
credential. 

Authorizer: "POLICY" 
licensees: "KmgrU 
Conditions: app_domain=="OrderApp" Itlt 

(oper=="prop" II oper=="issue"); 

This is a special policy credential that defines the conditions under which re
quests from the licensee key Kmgr may be trusted by the application Order A pp. 
These conditions are defined using a C like expression syntax in tenns of the 
action attributes, in this example, app_domain and oper which are used char
acterize the circumstances of a request. 

The owner of public key Kmgr has the authority to delegate this trust to other 
keys and does so by signing the following credential for a clerk who owns public 
key Kalice. 

Authorizer: "Kmgr" 
licensees: "Kalice" 
Conditions: app_domain=="OrderApp" 

it oper==tlprop"i 

In signing this credential, authorizer Kmgr delegates authority for proposing 
orders to the key Kalice. When Alice proposes an order (signed by Kalice), 
she presents this credential as proof of authorization. We can confirm that this 
key is indeed authorized since, by default (policy), we trust Kmgr to propose 
and issue orders and Kmgr has delegated some of this trust to Kalice, by virtue 
of signing the credential. b-

An application may use a Trust Management (TM) scheme such as KeyNote 
[2] to determine whether requests to it are authorized, without the application 
having to know about how that determination is made. 
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EXAMPLE 2 When the Order App application (Example 1) queries the KeyNote 
TM system to determine whether it is safe to execute a particular request, it must 
specify the circumstances of the query. These circumstances include: action 
authorizers, corresponding to the keyes) that made the request; action attribute 
set, which is a set of action attribute name and value pairs that characterize 
the request; policy credentials, representing the keys that are trusted, and other 
credentials as provided by the requester and/or PKl. 

For example, when Kalice requests an order proposal then the order ap
plication queries KeyNote with action autoriser Kalice, action attribute set 
{app_domain f- "OrderApp": oper f- "prop"}, the policy credential for 
Kmgr above, and a set of signed credentials provided by Alice. KeyNote must 
determine if the given request is authorized based for the circumstances pro
vided. The application interacts with KeyNote via calls to the KeyNote API. 
b. 

The KeyNote architecture provides a level of separation between the provi
sion of security policy authorization and application functionality. As a software 
engineering paradigm, techniques that support separation of concerns for secu
rity [2, 5], synchronization [10], and so forth are desirable since they lead to 
applications that are easier to develop, understand and maintain. 

KeyNote provides this separation of concerns at a conceptual level. How
ever, as illustrated in Example 2, calls to the KeyNote API must still be coded 
as part of the application system. While ensuring cohesive applications, there 
remains a coupling within the application between the functional and security 
concerns, that is, we do not have complete separation of concerns at the code 
level, since security-critical calls to the trust management API are intertwined 
with the functionality. 

3. THE WEBCOM DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM 

The WebCom system [12] uses a variant of the client/server paradigm to 
distribute operations for execution over a network. The system uses implicit 
program parallelism, separates the application program from the underlying 
computation engine and is efficient yet compact. The heart of the WebCom 
system is the Condensed Graphs computational model that it employs [13]. 
Applications are coded as hierarchical graphs which provide a simple notation 
in which lazy, eager and imperative computation can be naturally expressed. 
There are two types of distributable operation: nodes that represent atomic tasks 
and condensed nodes that represent subtasks encapsulated as sub graphs. 

The top-level architecture of Web Com consists of a master and an arbitrary 
number of clients. Clients connect to the master, which in turn assigns them 
operations for execution. 
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An advantage of developing distributed applications as Condensed Graphs is 
that their implementation (graph) can be coded independently of the underlying 
system and/or network architecture. Atomic operations are value-transforming 
actions and can be defined at any level of granularity, ranging from low-level 
machine instructions to mobile-code programs such as applets, COM objects 
or COTS components. Atomic operations need not address synchronization or 
concurrency concerns: such details are implicitly specified in the Condensed 
Graph and managed by Web Com. Therefore, Web Com provides for a separa
tion of concerns at the code level, allowing a loose coupling between function
ality and control. 

EXAMPLE 3 Condensed Graphs may be used as a distributed job control lan
guage to describe application system scheduling requirements such as work
flow. Order processing (Example 1) may be defined as the following graph. 
This graph defines how the application components prop and issue should be 
scheduled to client workstations. 

By definition, a condensed node such as order is constructed as a graph with a 
single enter node (E) and a single exit node (X). A WebCom master schedules 
atomic actions prop and issue to appropriate connected (WebCom) clients. 6. 

4. INTEGRATING KEYNOTE INTO WEBCOM 
Figure 1 illustrates how the KeyNote trust management scheme is integrated 

into WebCom by regarding WebCom as an application. The WebCom master 
authenticates its clients and uses their credentials to determine what operations 
it may schedule to them. Each WebCom client has a trust management archi
tecture that is similar to the KeyNote architecture, authenticating the master and 
using the master's credentials to determine whether it is authorized to schedule 
the operation. 

EXAMPLE 4 We assume that there is just one root public key Kwebcom as 
specified by the following KeyNote policy credential. 

Authorizer: "POLICY" 
licensees: ItKwebcom" 
Conditions: app_domain=="WebCom"; 

This credential uses just one action attribute-app_domain-to specify that 
Kwebcom is unconditionally trusted to delegate authority related to the Web Com 
application. 6. 
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Untrusted Principles r-----------------------, 
, Trusted Environment r-------, , 

:WebCom : I 
I . WebCOM Master 

L _______ .J op I WebCom 
scheduler 

I 

: WebCom : : ......... ----=----' 
:Clientlmastef op : TM 
L ______ I 

I 

Figure 1. WebCOM-KeyNote Architecture 

Unlike KeyNote, the Secure Secure WebCom architecture allows applica
tions, if desired, to be regarded as untrusted since they do not contain any 
security critical code. The WebCom scheduler is the security-critical compo
nent and acts as a form of reference monitor, interfacing with the KeyNote 
system to decide how to distribute, control and synchronize applications. 

4.1. WebCom Master Authorization 
WebCom masters schedule operations to be executed by WebCom clients. 

Some of these operations may access local resources on the client and therefore 
the WebCom master must prove that it has the authority to do so by furnishing the 
appropriate credentials to the client. In our current prototype, X509 certificates 
are used for authentication and KeyNote credentials are used for authorization. 

The connecting WebCom client establishes an SSL connection with the mas
ter, and in the process, the master presents an appropriate X509 certificate chain 
to its public key Kma .. If the protocol run is successful then the client knows 
that it is communicating with Kmaster. The master schedules operation op 
to the client over the SSL connection and sends the necessary credentials that 
prove that Kmaster is authorized to schedule op. The Web Com client uses 
KeyNote to determine if the schedule is authorized, given the credentials ofthe 
master. 

When a WebCom client uses KeyNote to determine whether it is safe to 
execute a scheduled operation or action, it must specify the circumstances of 
the query as an action attribute set. This is a list of attribute names and value 
pairs that are agreed between the application writers and the writers of the 
related credentials. In addition to the existing attribute app.. domain, two action 
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attributes are proposed to identifY the circumstances of a WebCom KeyNote 
query: 

• Attribute name ROLE, which can have, for example, values schedule or 
execute, indicating whether the principle is authorized to schedule or 
execute. 

• Attribute name NODE, which can have values identified by the operations 
that can be scheduled/executed. 

A standard code-signing approach such as that used by Java [8], would not 
provide sufficient security infrastructure support for WebCom. A Web Com 
master schedules more than just code: it schedules mobile computations that 
are comprised of tasks and their inputs. A client must determine whether it 
should trust the master for the task it schedules along with the inputs to the 
task that the master provides and the subsequent output that is returned to the 
master. 

4.2. WebCom Client Authorization 
WebCom client authorization is done by the master to determine whether 

the client has the necessary authorization to execute certain operations whose 
inputs or outputs may be security critical. In the current prototype, X509 
certificates are used for client authentication and KeyNote credentials are used 
for authorization. Master certificates and credentials are used as in the previous 
section. However, clients must now present their credentials when the secure 
connection is first established ifthey wish to have operations scheduled to them. 

A WebCom master maintains a list of clients that are currently connected and 
available to be scheduled operations. Before scheduling an operation to a client, 
the master must determine if the client is authorized to execute the operation. 
This can done by the master making a query to KeyNote with an action attribute 
set based on attributes ROLE and NODE, and by the action autoriser which is the 
client key. If the client is not authorized to execute any of the operations 
scheduled by the master then the SSL connection can be terminated. 

EXAMPLE 5 A WebCom master (Kserver) running on a trusted server is 
authorized to execute an order operation and schedule its components (Ex
ample 3). We assume that the order operation may have been scheduled to 
Kserver from some other Web Com master. 

Authorizer: "Kwebcom" 
licensees: tlKserver u 

Conditions: app_domain=="WebCom" 
til: «ROLE=="execute" II:t NODE=="order") 

I I (ROLE=="schedule" 
tt (NODE=="prop" I I NODE=="OK"»); 
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We asswne that a suitable X509 certificate for Kserver is also available. 
When an operation such as prop is scheduled to a WebCom client by an au
thenticated Kserver, then the client queries KeyNote with action attribute set: 
[app_domaint- I WebCom"; ROLEt-"schedule" NODEt-lprop"], to deter
mine whether this request from Kserver is authorized. 

WebCom clients Alice (Kalice) and (Kbob) are authorized to execute prop 
and issue operations, respectively. 

Authorizer: "Kwebcom" 
licensees: "Kalicen 

Conditions: app_domain=="WebCom" 
tt _ACTION_AUTHORISER=="Kalice" 
til ROLE=="execute" lilt NODE=="prop"; 

Authorizer: tlKvebcom" 
licensees: "Kbob ll 

Conditions: app_domain=="WebCom" 
tit ROLE=="execute" tt NODE=="OK"; 

The KeyNote reserved attribute _ACTION_AUTHORISER represents the principle 
making the current action request. In the credential above it is done to prevent 
Alice from further delegating her authorization. 

When Kalice connects, requesting prop operations, she presents her cre
dential( s). Her authorization is validated and the master schedules the execution 
of prop on her client system. Note that in this example, Kalice neither offers, 
nor has the authority, to execute issue. Similarly, Bob connects, offering to 
execute issue, which is scheduled. The WebCom master uses the same SSL 
secured connection to send operations to execute, and receive results from, the 
WebCom clients. 

This is a example of a simple static separation of duty policy, provided by 
a combination of credentials and Condensed Graphs. We are exploring how 
dynamic separation of duty using KeyNote support for credentials specifying 
threshold signatures might be transparently supported within our framework. 
/:::,. 

5. IMPLEMENTATION 

To date, we have integrated the KeyNote trust management scheme described 
by this paper into the existing Java-based WebCom system described in [12]. 
This version of Web Com supports condensed graphs built in terms of both Java 
andlor Microsoft COM objects. 

A distributed application is constructed as a condensed graph of compo
nents using WebCom's Integrated Development Environment (IDE). Figure 2 
provides a snapshot of the development of the order application described in 
Example 3. In this case the imp'lementation of Component prop uses a spe
cially formatted Microsoft ExcefB>spreadsheet to capture order details; compo
nent issue displays the order details for validation and, if validated, prints and 
issues the order. 
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Figure 2. Developing a Secure Application 

The WebCom IDE was extended to include a a simple credential writer that 
interrogates the condensed graph currently open and provides a credential tem
plate. This template allows an authorizer to delegate to a licensee, authorization 
to execute (E), further delegate (D) or schedule (S) the graph components. Ad
ditional conditions to be included in the credential may also be specified. The 
credential tool may also run as a stand-alone application, facilitating further 
delegation. 

The integration of trust management into WebCom was straightforward and 
the current prototype uses existing packages where possible. The JCSI [9] 
package provides cryptographic X509 certificate and SSL support. KeyNote 
credentials are constructed using the keys extracted from their corresponding 
X509 certificates. The current reference implementation for KeyNote is imple
mented in C. The Java Native Interface is currently used to provide a Java API 
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to KeyNote. It is planned to eventually replace this with a Java implementation 
of the Keynote Interpreter. 

6. DISCUSSION 
KeyNote credentials are used to determine the authorization of X509 au

thenticated SSL connl:ctions between WebCom masters and clients. Client 
credentials are used by WebCom masters to determine what operations the 
client is authorized to execute; WebCom master credentials are used by clients 
to determine if the master had the authorization to schedule the (trusted) mobile
computation that the client is about execute; this authorization covers not just 
the scheduled code, but also its input data and output. 

The relationship between the WebCom trust management system and local 
operation system protection mechanisms is not addressed in this paper. For 
example, in what protection domain should a client execute an operation that 
has been scheduled by an authorized master? In [6] we propose an abstract pro
tection model for Condensed Graphs; our integration of KeyNote into WebCom 
can be regarded as one step towards implementing this protection model. 

We use KeyNote to provide trust management for WebCom because of its 
ability to support expressive and fine-grained authorization and delegation poli
cies. KeyNote Credentials are typically short, yet expressive, and are, therefore, 
not expected to contribute significantly to the communication overhead between 
clients and masters. For the purposes of illustration, only simple examples are 
presented in this paper. The reader is referred to [3] for a discussion of the 
expressiveness of KeyNote. 

Secure WebCom may be used to provide complete separation between a 
distributed application and trust management. We have not yet considered PKI 
issues such as how best to control the dissemination of KeyNote credentials, 
revocation, and so forth. However, since our architecture uses X509 certificates 
for authentication then we expect that their associated PKI's should a degree of 
support for issues such as key revocation. These are topics for future research 

The current implementation described in this paper expresses security at the 
granularity of operation identifiers such as prop, order, and so forth. However, 
we expect that it will be straightforward to generalize this to include reference to 
the attributes used to pass input and output to and from these operations. During 
execution, the nodes in a Condensed Graph are represented as a triple: input 
parameter bindings, output binding and the operation applied. These attributes 
can be referred to within credentials and form part of the action attribute set 
during a KeyNote query or search. With such an extension, Example 3 could 
be generalized to support credentials that authorize Bob to validate orders up 
to some limit. 
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WebCom masters may promote clients to become client-masters by pass
ing condensed nodes, the components of which are subsequently scheduled by 
clients of the promoted client [11]. We are currently extending the WebCom 
trust management architecture to exploit promotion. This uses credentials to 
control whether masters have the authority to promote clients, and whether 
clients, in turn, have the authority to be promoted. Writing credentials that 
specify this is straightforward, and can be done by enlarging the domain of 
attribute ROLE to include values promoter and promotee. In addition to pro
moting a client, the master must write the necessary credentials to delegate to 
the promoted client the authority to schedule the operations it will be managing. 

7. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we consider how KeyNote can be used to help secure the distri

bution of application components by the WebCom system. With this approach, 
application developers need not intertwine their application code with security
critical calls to the trust management system. Functional components such 
as prop and issue (Example 3) can be coded independently of security con
cerns; security concerns are expressed independently in terms of a credential 
based policy, and the Condensed Graph specifies the synchronization and con
trol concerns between these components. Only operation identifiers couple 
these concerns. This means that applications may be regarded as untrusted: the 
security-critical WebCom scheduler acting as a security wrapper for operations 
and using the trust management system to help decide how to distribute, con
trol and synchronize applications. We like to think of this as a security glue for 
mobile components. 
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